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ABSTRACT
We present the results of a FWHM imaging survey at K (2.2 km) and H (1.6 km) covering0A.5È0A.9
centered on h1C Ori, the most massive star in the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC). At the ageD5@.1 ] 5@.1
and distance of this cluster, and in the absence of extinction, the hydrogen-burning limit (0.08 M
_
)
occurs at K B 13.5 mag, while an object of mass 0.02 has K B 16.2 mag. Our photometry is com-M
_plete for source detection at the 7 p level to K B 17.5 mag and thus is sensitive to objects as low-mass as
0.02 seen through visual extinction values as high as 10 mag. We use the observed magnitudes,M
_colors, and star counts to constrain the shape of the inner ONC stellar mass function across the
hydrogen-burning limit. After determining the stellar age and near-infrared excess properties of the opti-
cally visible stars in this same inner ONC region, we present a new technique that incorporates these
distributions when extracting the mass function from the observed density of stars in the K[(H[K)
diagram. We Ðnd that our data are inconsistent with a mass function that rises across the stellar/
substellar boundary. Instead, we Ðnd that the most likely form of the inner ONC mass function is one
that rises to a peak around 0.15 and then declines across the hydrogen-burning limit with slopeM
_
,
N(log M)P M0.57. We emphasize that our conclusions apply to the inner 0.71 pc] 0.71 pc of the ONC
only ; they may not apply to the ONC as a whole where some evidence for general mass segregation has
been found.
Subject headings : circumstellar matter È open clusters and associations : individual
(Orion Nebula Cluster) È stars : luminosity function, mass function È
stars : preÈmain-sequence
On-line material : machine-readable table
1. INTRODUCTION
The Orion Nebula is one of the most famous objects in
the sky and has been the target of innumerable astronomi-
cal observations at virtually all wavelengths over the past
100 years. Yet it is only within the past few years that we
have begun to discover the extent of the young stellar popu-
lation just emerging from the ambient molecular cloud, and
to characterize its nature. Work by Herbig & Terndrup
(1986), Prosser et al. (1994), and Hillenbrand (1997) has
established that the mean age of stars projected within D2
pc of the massive Trapezium stars is less than 1 Myr. The
mass distribution derived for D1000 ONC stars located on
a theoretical H-R diagram by Hillenbrand (1997) rises to
D0.2 and shows some evidence for Ñattening orM
_turning over toward lower masses (see, however, the reinter-
pretation of these data in Figure 10 of the current paper
using updated tracks/isochrones and updated transform-
ations from observational to theoretical quantities). Our
former study was complete to just above the hydrogen-
burning limit and did not constrain the mass function
across the stellar/substellar boundary into the brown dwarf
regime. Existence of brown dwarfs in the ONC has been
discussed previously by McCaughrean et al. (1995).
Star-forming regions like the ONC provide one of the
best environments for investigating the shape of the stellar
mass function into the brown dwarf regime. Unlike the case
1 Visiting Astronomer, W. M. Keck Observatory, which is operated as a
scientiÐc partnership among the California Institute of Technology, the
University of California and the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration. The Observatory was made possible by the generous Ðnancial
support of the W. M. Keck Foundation.
in older clusters and associations, star-forming regions are
essentially unperturbed by dynamical evolution that selec-
tively removes the lowest mass objects. Further, contracting
low-mass preÈmain-sequence stars and brown dwarfs are
2È3.5 orders of magnitude more luminous than their
counterparts on the main sequence and hence can be readily
detected, especially in the near-infrared. Star-forming
regions are also less a†ected by Ðeld star contamination
compared to older clusters owing to their small angular
extent and their association with obscuring molecular
material. The ONC cluster in particular a†ords several dis-
tinct advantages compared to any other young stellar
cluster for measuring the initial mass function. First, since it
is located at high galactic latitude toward the outer Galaxy,
contamination from Ðeld stars is minimized. Further, the
winds and ionization from the central OB stars have dis-
persed much of the surrounding gas and dust, drastically
reducing the extinction to the cluster members. A high-
column density of obscuring molecular material does
remain intact behind the stellar cluster. Foremost, however,
as the nearest massive star-forming region to the Sun and
the most populous young cluster within at least 2 kpc, the
ONC is the one region where one can assemble a sta-
tistically robust assessment of the mass distribution well
into the brown dwarf regime.
In this contribution we investigate whether the distribu-
tion of stars in the K[(H[K) color-magnitude diagram
for the ONC is consistent with a mass function that rises
across the stellar/substellar boundary and into the brown
dwarf regime, or if the data demand that the mass function
turns over. After describing the observations, image
analysis, construction of the point-source list, and extrac-
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tion of photometry, we present a new approach for con-
straining the stellar/substellar mass function. We consider
that the location of a particular star in the K[(H[K)
diagram depends on four parameters : stellar mass, stellar
age, presence and properties of a circumstellar disk, and
extinction. Dereddening the stars along a known reddening
vector in the K[(H[K) diagram enables us to compute
the probability that a star could be of a certain mass given
the distributions in age and near-infrared excess that char-
acterize the ONC cluster. Summing of these individual mass
probability distributions yields the mass function for the
entire cluster. We believe that our technique produces the
most rigorously derived constraint yet from photometry
alone on the inner ONC initial mass function.
2. OBSERVATIONS
Images were obtained on 1999 February 8, 9, and 10
using NIRC (Matthews & Soifer 1994) mounted on the
Keck I 10 m telescope. Data were taken in H band (1.50È
1.82 km) on the Ðrst night, K- (2.00È2.43 km) and H- bands
on the second night, and Z band (0.95È1.11 km) on the third
night. The Ðeld of view of a NIRC frame is 38@@] 38@@ at
0.152A pixel~1. For each Ðlter, the observations consisted of
a 15 ] 15 grid of such frames aligned with the equatorial
coordinate system to produce a mosaic. Adjacent5@.1 ] 5@.1
rows and columns in the grid were spaced by one-half of the
array, so that any one pixel within the Ðnal mosaic was
nominally observed on four di†erent frames (modulo minor
telescope drift). The integration times per frame were 0.5 s
with 50 co-adds (25 s total) at H and K bands, and 2 s with
20 co-adds (40 s total) at Z band. Such short integrations
per frame were necessitated by the large number density of
relatively bright (K \ 12 mag) stars in the region whose
saturation e†ects we wished to minimize.
The observing sequence for each declination row in the
grid was to center the array on a previously chosen setup
star, o†set to the beginning of a row, scan in right ascension
across the row, then o†set to a 5 point dither on an o†-Ðeld
sky position, return to the setup star, and repeat. Local sky
was measured after every row (at 10È12 minute spacings in
time) from a location D15@ northwest of the ONC, which
we had determined via examination of the 2MASS Image
Atlas to be free of nebulosity and relatively free of infrared
point sources. We chose to include in our sky Ðeld a star of
magnitude K B 14 mag in order to monitor the atmo-
spheric extinction with air mass locally (see, however, the
results in Appendix A). In addition, we observed absolute
photometric standards from Persson et al. (1998). Sky con-
ditions on all three nights were photometric, with standard
star solutions matching nominal NIRC zero points and
nominal Mauna Kea extinction curves with air mass. Flat-
Ðeld, bias, and linearity calibration data were also obtained.
3. IMAGE PROCESSING
The NIRC images were processed in IRAF Ðrst by deter-
mining the detector gain and read noise from raw Ñat-Ðeld
and bias frames, and establishing the linearity from a series
of exposures taken with di†erent integration times of the
tertiary mirror cover. The latter tests indicated NIRC is
linear between within 0.5% up to 90% of the full-well depth.
Next, a median-Ðltered, normalized Ñat-Ðeld image was
constructed for each Ðlter from a series of 10 bias-
subtracted dome Ñats. Bad pixel masks were made from the
Ñat-Ðelds by identifying all pixels more than 12% above or
15% below the mean value. Approximately 1.5% of the
pixels were Ñagged as bad, with most of these located in a 1
pixel border around the edge of the array. Sky images were
constructed for each of the 15 rows in our mosaic (in each
Ðlter) using the 5 dithered o†-Ðeld sky frames, after dark-
subtracting, median-Ðltering, and bad pixel exclusion.
Each of the on-Ðeld ONC data images was then sky- and
dark-subtracted, and Ñat-divided. Next, on a frame-by-
frame basis we identiÐed and interpolated over inter-
mittently appearing ““ warm ÏÏ pixels. These pixels had values
20%È50% above the local background and thus would
a†ect our averaging of overlapping pixels in the Ðnal
mosaic. The ““ warm ÏÏ pixels numbered between D5È30 per
frame with no discernible pattern and appeared as ““ warm ÏÏ
for a sequence of D3È10 frames before returning to normal
values.
Next, we corrected for a feature of NIRC known as
““ bleeding ÏÏ (M. Liu & J. R. Graham 1997, private
communication). The readout electronics of NIRC are such
that bright stars exhibit an exponentially decaying trail to
the right which wraps around the right edge of the array
and continues from the left, one row higher. A similar e†ect
trailing downward and wrapping around to the top of the
array is associated with the brightest of stars. This
““ bleeding ÏÏ behavior must be present at a visually imper-
ceptible level for every star, and must be in the background
counts as well. It can be thought of as part of the point-
spread function. But we need to model and correct for it
since ““ bleeding ÏÏ from the brighter stars can extend over
other sources in the Ðeld and, furthermore, will adversely
a†ect our frame-to-frame Ñux adjustments in the mosaicing
process and our ability to model the point-spread function
using standard methods. We have used the empirical solu-
tion developed by Liu & Graham of subtracting from every
pixel in the array, the exponentially decaying contribution
of every pixel further back in the NIRC readout scheme.
The coefficients of the correction are such that each pixel
contributes 0.25% of its counts to the next pixel which is
read out (physically located four pixels to the right on the
array) with a pixel of, for example, 20,000 ADU contrib-
uting 51 ADU to a pixel 4 downstream and 1 ADU to a
pixel 256 (1 row) downstream. Application of this
““ debleeding ÏÏ method does not a†ect the photometry, or if
it does, the level of any di†erence is well less than 1%.
Next, we corrected the frames for the e†ects of optical
path distortion which amounts to D1 pixel from the center
to the edge of the array. A. Ghez generously provided to us
a subroutine for this step. Correction for image distortion
improves the photometry by 0.02 ^ 0.01 mag. The Ðnal step
in the raw frame processing was to correct each image by a
multiplicative factor representing the Ñux adjustment from
the observed air mass to zero air mass. At K band this
factor was 100.4C0.092Cair mass while at H band it was
100.4C0.065Cair mass.
Custom C programs were written to co-add the 225
images in each band into a mosaic in order to detect faint
point sources and to improve the signal-to-noise of the pho-
tometry. The mosaics were constructed by determining the
relative positional and sky o†sets between the overlapping
frames and making the appropriate shifts in order to tile
them together.
Positional o†sets were established using stars identiÐed
in the overlap regions of neighboring frames. To reduce the
FIG. 1.ÈImages of our H- and K-band mosaics from Keck/NIRC along with an extinction map derived from the molecular column density data of
Goldsmith, Bergin, & Lis (1997). The pixel size of the infrared mosaics is and the angular resolution of the extinction map is 50A. Contours in the0A.15
extinction map begin at mag and are spaced at mag intervals.A
V
\ 5 *A
V
\ 10
FIG. 2.ÈSpatial distribution of ONC stars within our NIRC mosaics. The crosses indicate stars whose photometry we could not derive, crosses
surrounded by open circles indicate stars with photometry at K but not H, asterisks indicate stars with photometry at H but not K, and Ðlled circles indicate
stars with photometry at both K and H. Large plus signs indicate the optically brightest stars, for orientation.
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TABLE 1
KECK/NIRC PHOTOMETRY AND ASTROMETRY FOR THE INNER ONC
This table is available only on-line as a machine-readable table
random-walk errors in stitching the images together, the
relative o†sets of all 225 frames per band were solved simul-
taneously using a linear least-squares Ðt that minimized the
position residuals for all stellar matches in all the overlap
regions. Histograms of the resulting positional residuals at
K band have a 1 p standard deviation of in right0A.017
ascension and in declination, and and0A.028 0A.022 0A.026,
respectively, for H band.
As the images were placed in the mosaic, the sky back-
ground was adjusted by an additive constant to match the
background in the surrounding frames. The relative inten-
sity o†sets were determined by Ðtting a gaussian to the
di†erence in image intensity in the overlap region between
neighboring frames. As with the positional o†sets, the sky
o†sets for all frames were determined simultaneously using
a linear least-squares Ðt to all the overlap regions. We were
unable to obtain an acceptable solution over the entire
mosaic for the sky o†sets at Z band. Thus our Z-band
photometry is derived from the individual frames and is not
as deep as it would be if derived from a co-added mosaic.
The Z-band data and supplemental calibration information
are presented in a separate paper. The H- and K-band
mosaics are shown in Figure 1 along with an extinction
map which is described in ° 5.2. Figure 2 shows the spatial
distribution of stars in our sample, whose identiÐcation and
photometry we describe next. Table 1 contains the coordi-
nates and HK photometry.
4. MOSAIC ANALYSIS
4.1. IdentiÐcation of Point Sources
Point sources were identiÐed on the K-band mosaic using
DAOFIND in IRAF with a 7 p threshold. The initial source
list was hand-edited to remove nebular knots, multiple list-
ings of bright stars, di†raction spikes, edge e†ects, etc. We
then examined contour plots of each point source to look
for extended or double-peaked structure, and added any
newly found sources. The Ðnal source list consists of 778
stellar point sources over the Ðeld.5@.1 ] 5@.1
4.2. Aperture and Point-Spread Function Fitting Photometry
Aperture photometry was derived using PHOT with a 6
pixel radius aperture and a sky annulus extending radially
from 7È12 pixels ; contribution from the sky was determined
from the mode of these values. The small aperture and the
close sky annulus were necessitated mainly by the spatially
variable background from the Orion Nebula, and to a lesser
extent by the high source density. Aperture corrections were
needed in order to correct from the 6 pixel radius used to
measure the data to the 20 pixel radius used to measure the
standard stars. The size of the aperture correction is directly
related to the size (e.g., FWHM) of the point source. In our
image mosaics, however, the point-spread function (PSF)
undergoes large and nonsystematic spatial variations due to
random wandering in time of the seeing compared to the
platescale, and to a systematic gradient in air mass. We0A.15
derived an empirical calibration between the aperture cor-
rection and the image FWHM, as follows.
First, recall that each stellar image in our Ðnal mosaic is
synthesized from several (ideally four) separate observations
of the star. Each of these observations may have a di†erent
PSF size. We veriÐed that the PSFs of point sources in the
Ðnal mosaic indeed have the mean value of the PSFs and
the mean value of photometry through a Ðxed aperture size,
characterizing the individual images from which they were
created. In order to determine the appropriate aperture cor-
rections for photometry from the mosaiced data, we there-
fore need only measure each of the PSFs in the Ðnal mosaic
and apply a correlation between PSF and aperture correc-
tions.
We measured the size of each stellar PSF using a
variety of IRAF tasksÈIMEXAMINE, RADPROF, and
FITSPSF. From the 40 most isolated K \ 13 mag stars in
the mosaic we found the tightest correlation (error in slope
\ 0.01 mag) to be between the aperture correction and the
““ enclosed ÏÏ gaussian Ðt FWHM of the IMEXAMINE task.
In cases where this primary FWHM-aperture correction
correlation could not be applied (e.g., failure of the gaussian
Ðt to converge due to crowding and/or high nebulosity) we
used secondary correlations. The FWHM values of greater
than 90% of the stars are between 3È5 pixels at K band and
between 4.5È6.5 pixels at H band. The full range of the
aperture corrections at K is from D[0.10 mag to [0.60
mag with a mean value of [0.350 mag and at H is from
D[0.25 to [0.55 mag with a mean value of [0.325 mag.
Variable aperture corrections are less of a problem at H
compared to K since the overall size of the stellar images is
larger which acts to decrease the percentage of PSF change
as the seeing and air mass vary. Despite the complicated
nature of our process for applying aperture corrections, we
believe it is the proper one based on signiÐcant improve-
ment in correlations between our NIRC photometry and
previous photometry (described below). We did attempt to
correlate aperture corrections with a measure of the di†er-
ence in width between each stellar image and a PSF con-
structed from the data itself (the ““ sharpness ÏÏ parameter of
the PEAK task). But the correlation was too loose to be
useful.
The point-spread function was constructed using the PSF
task and 30 stars distributed over the outer, less crowded,
regions of our mosaics and having FWHM values distrib-
uted like the data as a whole. Accurate characterization of
the noise in the mosaiced images was done so as to achieve
the best possible Ðts of the point-spread function to the
stellar sources. In practice, this means adding a constant to
the mosaics such that their standard deviation equals the
sky counts plus the square of the e†ective read noise. A
mo†at function with b \ 1.5 gave the best residuals among
the Mo†at, Lorentzian, Gaussian, and Penny functions. As
just discussed, the point-spread function varies across our
image due to seeing Ñuctuations and air mass changes.
Because the variations are random and not smooth, we can
not model them in any useful way and we are forced to Ðt
the same point-spread function to every star. The con-
structed point-spread function was Ðt using the PEAK task
with a Ðtting radius equivalent to twice the average
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FWHM. Both positional recentering and sky recalculation
were permitted. Unfortunately, the resultant photometry
was strongly inÑuenced by which star was chosen as the
Ðrst in constructing the PSF.
Comparisons between the aperture photometry and the
point-spread function Ðtting photometry are generally
poor, because of the varying PSF. We have decided to use
in our analysis the results from aperture photometry cali-
brated as described above. Our Ðnal photometry list was
hand-edited to remove the measurements in cases of con-
tamination from bright stars and/or overlapping apertures
(44 stars) or nonlinearity (36 stars).
4.3. Integrity of Photometry
In this section we discuss the internal errors of our photo-
metry and the comparison of our photometry to previous
work.
Figure 3 shows the run of photometric error with magni-
tude and color. These internal errors are those produced by
the PHOT routine in IRAF and simply reÑect photon sta-
tistics of the source and sky determination in the fully pro-
cessed images ; they do not include other errors such as
those in the zero point. At K band, 75% of the stars in our
source list have errors less than 0.02 mag, 90% have errors
less than 0.05 mag, and 97% have errors less than 0.1 mag.
At H band, 69% of the stars in our source list have errors
less than 0.02 mag, 85% have errors less than 0.05 mag, and
91% have errors less than 0.1 mag. For the PSF Ðtting
photometry the percentages of stars with internal errors of
the magnitudes given above were all down by 5 to 45 points,
with the worst results at K band. This is due to the generally
FIG. 3.ÈInternal (IRAF) errors in photometry at H- and K-band, and
in H[K color.
poor Ðt of any single point-spread function to all stellar
images in the mosaic and part of our justiÐcation for reject-
ing the PSF photometry.
Figure 4 shows the comparison of our photometry to
photometry from the 2MASS survey. Although the scatter
is large (D0.2 mag) for the full sample of stars in common, it
drops to \0.1 mag when only spatially well-isolated stars
are considered ( Ðlled circles). Many of the largest deviations
([1 mag) are found in crowded regions where our photo-
metry is always fainter than the 2MASS photometry, pre-
sumably because of our higher spatial resolution, which
permits better source separation and better sky determi-
nation. Nonetheless, there are also well-isolated stars with
rather large di†erences in the photometry. Note, for
example, the star at KNIRC\ 10.3, KNIRC[ K2MASS\ [0.8.This is a very bright, very well-isolated star whose photo-
metry di†ers by almost 1 mag at K between our NIRC data,
the 2MASS data, our previous photometry with SQIID/
NICMASS (Hillenbrand et al. 1998), and that published by
Ali & DePoy (1995) and Hyland, Allen, & Bailey (1993 ; as
reported by Samuel 1993). Incidentally, this star (JW 737) is
a 4.5 mag variable at I band (W. Herbst 1995, private
communication). We have no choice but to interpret cases
such as this as examples of real infrared photometric varia-
bility. Variability may well be the cause of much of the
spread along the ordinate in Figure 4. Indeed, we have
strong evidence from Figure 18 (discussed in the Appendix)
FIG. 4.ÈComparison of NIRC and 2MASS photometry. Open circles
represent all positional matches less than 1A between our NIRC sources
and 2MASS sources while Ðlled circles represent a set of relatively bright,
isolated stars (those used to derive the aperture corrections). At K, the
standard deviation per point about the mean is 0.19 mag for the full sample
but 0.08 mag for the isolated stars. At H, the standard deviations are 0.22
mag and 0.09 mag for the full sample and for the isolated stars. In H[K,
the values are 0.17 mag and 0.19 mag.
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that short-term variations of order 0.1 mag are present in at
least some stars in the Orion A molecular cloud. Compari-
sons between our NIRC photometry and that presented in
Hillenbrand et al. (1998), and between 2MASS and Hill-
enbrand et al. (1998), show somewhat larger scatter in the
magnitudes but similar scatter in the colors.
In summary, we believe that our photometry for bright,
isolated stars is within less than 0.1 mag of that determined
by others. Much of this scatter may be attributed to photo-
metric variability, although some role is probably played by
the variable PSF which plagued our photometry extraction.
We note that our careful attention to aperture corrections
improved considerably the correlations between our NIRC
results, our previously published data, and the 2MASS
survey. Based on the comparisons in Figure 4, however, for
the analysis presented below we conservatively assume
minimum K magnitude errors of mag and0.09/J2 \ 0.06
minimum H[K color errors of for all0.18/J2 \ 0.13
stars in our sample. The factor implies that we ascribeJ2
equal errors to our data and to 2MASS data even though
the formal 2MASS errors are much larger than the formal
NIRC errors for these relatively bright stars.
4.4. ArtiÐcial Star Experiments
We determined the completeness of our point-source list
and the completeness of our photometry using results from
extensive experimentation with artiÐcial stars. First, fake
source lists were generated by randomly distributing 300
stars over the D2080 ] 2080 pixels2 in our mosaics, with
the caveat that no star be placed within 3 pixels of a known
star or within 30 pixels of the edge of the frame. Next, stars
with the point-spread function derived as described above
were added to the image at these 300 locations using
ADDSTAR. The enhanced image was then run through the
DAOFIND, PHOT, and PEAK tasks in a manner identical
to that used to extract photometry from the unaltered data.
A separate artiÐcial star test was conducted for every 0.25
mag interval in the range 14È18.5 mag. Our results for
Ðnding fake stellar point sources are somewhat di†erent
from our results for photometering fake stellar point sources.
The DAOFIND results are that for a detection threshold
of 20 p, we can identify fake stellar point sources in our
images at the 90% completeness level down to K \ 16.8
mag and at the 20% completeness level down to K \ 17
mag. For a detection threshold of 7p, we can identify fake
stellar point sources at the 90% completeness level down to
K \ 17.7 mag and at the 20% completeness level down to
K \ 18.2 mag.
The DAOPHOT results are presented in Tables 2 and 3.
We assess both the internal errors, the formal uncertainties
in the output magnitudes, and the external errors, the di†er-
ences between the input and the recovered magnitudes, as a
function of magnitude and also radial position in the
cluster. The strong and variable nebular background in
combination with extreme point-source crowding makes
these experiments somewhat more difficult to interpret than
in the usual case. Nevertheless, we conclude based on inter-
nal error estimates (Table 2) that at the limit of our ability
to detect 90% of the stellar point sources (K \ 16.8 mag for
the 20 p threshold which produces 94% of the stars in our
source list), we are able to do photometry accurate to 0.02
mag for 15% of them, 0.05 mag for 68% of them, and 0.1
mag for 85% of them. For brighter stars the internal error
estimates are lower. For fainter stars, at the K \ 17.7 mag
TABLE 2
INTERNAL ERRORS IN ARTIFICIAL STAR PHOTOMETRY
Brightness Range \0.02 mag \0.05 mag \0.10 mag
(mag) (%) (%) (%)
K \ 15.00È15.25 . . . . . . 69 89 96
K \ 15.25È15.50 . . . . . . 66 85 93
K \ 15.50È15.75 . . . . . . 60 84 91
K \ 15.75È16.00 . . . . . . 52 81 91
K \ 16.00È16.25 . . . . . . 44 77 87
K \ 16.25È16.50 . . . . . . 31 74 85
K \ 16.50È16.75 . . . . . . 15 68 85
K \ 16.75È17.00 . . . . . . 4 59 81
K \ 17.00È17.25 . . . . . . 1 49 74
K \ 17.25È17.50 . . . . . . 0 36 72
K \ 17.50È17.75 . . . . . . 0 19 59
K \ 17.75È18.00 . . . . . . 0 8 48
K \ 18.00È18.25 . . . . . . 0 1 38
K \ 18.25È18.50 . . . . . . 0 1 16
H \ 15.00È15.25 . . . . . . 75 88 96
H \ 15.25È15.50 . . . . . . 69 88 94
H \ 15.50È15.75 . . . . . . 63 85 92
H \ 15.75È16.00 . . . . . . 56 82 91
H \ 16.00È16.25 . . . . . . 39 78 89
H \ 16.25È16.50 . . . . . . 32 68 85
H \ 16.50È16.75 . . . . . . 24 61 83
H \ 16.75È17.00 . . . . . . 15 52 77
H \ 17.00È17.25 . . . . . . 7 42 72
H \ 17.25È17.50 . . . . . . 3 34 64
H \ 17.50È17.75 . . . . . . 1 27 58
H \ 17.75È18.00 . . . . . . 1 16 48
H \ 18.00È18.25 . . . . . . 1 8 42
H \ 18.25È18.50 . . . . . . 1 4 36
TABLE 3
OFFSET BETWEEN INPUT AND RECOVERED MAGNITUDES
Brightness Range 0.0È0.2 pc 0.2È0.4 pc 0.4È0.5 pc
(mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)
K \ 15.00È15.25 . . . . . . 0.01 ^ 0.01 0.00 ^ 0.01 0.00 ^ 0.00
K \ 15.25È15.50 . . . . . . 0.00 ^ 0.02 0.00 ^ 0.01 0.00 ^ 0.01
K \ 15.50È15.75 . . . . . . 0.00 ^ 0.02 0.00 ^ 0.01 0.00 ^ 0.01
K \ 15.75È16.00 . . . . . . 0.01^ 0.04 0.00 ^ 0.01 0.00 ^ 0.00
K \ 16.00È16.25 . . . . . . 0.02 ^ 0.04 0.00 ^ 0.01 0.01 ^ 0.02
K \ 16.25È16.50 . . . . . . 0.05 ^ 0.04 0.00 ^ 0.02 0.00 ^ 0.01
K \ 16.50È16.75 . . . . . . 0.02 ^ 0.05 0.01 ^ 0.03 [0.01 ^ 0.02
K \ 16.75È17.00 . . . . . . 0.04 ^ 0.06 0.01 ^ 0.03 [0.01 ^ 0.02
K \ 17.00È17.25 . . . . . . 0.03 ^ 0.08 0.02 ^ 0.03 0.01 ^ 0.03
K \ 17.25È17.50 . . . . . . 0.07 ^ 0.11 0.01 ^ 0.04 [0.01 ^ 0.02
K \ 17.50È17.75 . . . . . . 0.05 ^ 0.15 0.02 ^ 0.06 0.04 ^ 0.04
K \ 17.75È18.00 . . . . . . 0.04 ^ 0.18 0.03 ^ 0.08 0.05 ^ 0.06
K \ 18.00È18.25 . . . . . . [0.15 ^ 0.46 0.04 ^ 0.10 0.02 ^ 0.06
K \ 18.2518.50 . . . . . . . [0.06 ^ 0.39 0.05 ^ 0.13 0.02 ^ 0.08
H \ 15.00È15.25 . . . . . . 0.01 ^ 0.04 0.00 ^ 0.02 0.00 ^ 0.01
H \ 15.25È15.50 . . . . . . 0.01 ^ 0.05 0.00 ^ 0.02 0.01 ^ 0.01
H \ 15.50È15.75 . . . . . . 0.01 ^ 0.06 0.00 ^ 0.02 0.01 ^ 0.01
H \ 15.75È16.00 . . . . . . 0.00 ^ 0.09 0.01 ^ 0.03 0.01 ^ 0.01
H \ 16.00È16.25 . . . . . . 0.02 ^ 0.09 0.02 ^ 0.03 0.00 ^ 0.02
H \ 16.25È16.50 . . . . . . 0.03 ^ 0.11 0.02 ^ 0.04 0.00 ^ 0.02
H \ 16.50È16.75 . . . . . . 0.03 ^ 0.13 0.03 ^ 0.05 0.00 ^ 0.03
H \ 16.75È17.00 . . . . . . 0.04 ^ 0.19 0.03 ^ 0.07 [0.01 ^ 0.03
H \ 17.00È17.25 . . . . . . 0.02 ^ 0.24 0.03 ^ 0.07 [0.01 ^ 0.04
H \ 17.25È17.50 . . . . . . [0.02 ^ 0.33 0.05 ^ 0.10 [0.01 ^ 0.06
H \ 17.50È17.75 . . . . . . [0.38 ^ 0.58 0.03 ^ 0.12 [0.03 ^ 0.07
H \ 17.75È18.00 . . . . . . [0.63 ^ 0.63 0.02 ^ 0.14 [0.04 ^ 0.09
H \ 18.00È18.25 . . . . . . [0.87 ^ 0.69 0.00 ^ 0.22 [0.05 ^ 0.11
H \ 18.25È18.50 . . . . . . [1.12 ^ 0.71 [0.04 ^ 0.29 [0.06 ^ 0.13
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limit 7 p detection threshold, the photometry is accurate to
0.02 mag for 0% of the sources, to 0.05 mag for 19% of
them, and 0.1 mag for 59% of them. However, based on the
external errors (Table 3), we seem perfectly capable of
recovering the input stellar magnitudes to within a few
percent down to K B 17.5 mag. The numbers listed in each
column of this table are the median o†sets between input
and output magnitudes, and also the standard deviations.
Of note is that any bias in our photometry, when it appears
at a moderately important level for stars K \ 17.5 mag, is
such that the MEDIAN o†set is positive, meaning that we
seem to measure the star as slightly fainter than it really is,
probably through over-subtraction of background. By con-
trast, the MEAN o†sets are positive (meaning that we
measure the star as being too bright), but we note that the
MEAN values are dominated by just a few data points with
special problems such as proximity to very bright stars ;
hence we prefer to quote MEDIAN o†sets.
In conclusion, based on artiÐcial star experiments we
adopt a conservative K \ 17.5 mag as the completeness
limit for source detection. The 75% completeness limits for
photometry accurate to 10% are K \ 17.3 mag and
H \ 17.4 mag while the 50% numbers for photometry accu-
rate to 10% are K \ 18.0 mag and H \ 18.1 mag. These
numbers are averaged over the Ðeld and mask the5@.1 ] 5@.1
systematic gradient with radius caused by variable source
crowding and nebular strength. We estimate that we have
determined the completeness to an accuracy of a few tenths
of a magnitude only, due in part to the radial gradient and
in part to the spatially variable PSF. Note that we found
our ability to reproduce the magnitudes assigned to fake
stars in the input stage varied signiÐcantly with the param-
eters given to the PHOT, PSF, and PEAK tasks in IRAF.
The parameters producing the most accurate results in the
artiÐcial star experiments were those then used to extract
the real source photometry as described previously.
4.5. Astrometry
Our astrometry for the NIRC mosaics is referenced to the
2MASS database, which in turn is referenced to the ACT
catalog. The nominal 1 p 2MASS position error for bright,
isolated sources is in each of right ascension andD0A.1
declination. An edited list of D230 stars in common
between 2MASS and our Table 1 was used to derive the
Ðnal astrometric solution, producing a platescale of 0A.152
pixel~1 and a total rms error in the positions of 0A.10.
We note that the current astrometric system is shifted by
about in right ascension and in declination]1A.5 [0A.3
compared to that presented by us previously. In an optical
study of stars located within D20@ of the ONC core, Hill-
enbrand (1997) derived astrometry using the HST Guide
Star Catalog (Lasker et al. 1988), which is known to su†er
some inaccuracies in this region of the sky. We have found
that our previous astrometric solution is o†set to the west
and to the south compared to other studies of the ONC
(e.g., Jones & Walker 1988 ; McCaughrean & Stau†er 1994 ;
Prosser et al. 1994 ; Ali & DePoy 1995 ; OÏDell & Wong
1996) but by various amounts as several of these studies
have their own astrometric inaccuracies. The Jones &
Walker positions and the McCaughrean & Stau†er posi-
tions are each internally consistent, although o†set from
one another. The McCaughrean & Stau†er astrometry
matches our 2MASS-referenced astrometry. The HST posi-
tions of Prosser et al. and of OÏDell & Wong, however, are
not internally consistent and su†er random excursions of
about 1A that were propogated into the Hillenbrand (1997)
database. Likewise, the coordinates of Ali & DePoy su†er
large random errors, of order Furthermore, approx-1A.5È2A.
imately of the sources supposedly located within our12survey area as listed by Ali & DePoy simply do not exist in
our higher resolution data ; we do not discuss this catalog
further. In summary, we believe that the positions quoted in
Table 1 are both internally consistent and properly refer-
enced to the ACT reference frame.
4.6. Properties of Final Source L ist
A fundamental result of this paper is a list of coordinates
and available HK photometry for 778 stars in the inner
of the ONC. A total of 687 stars have measure-5@.1 ] 5@.1
ments at both H and K, with 647 stars having errors less
than 0.15 mag in both H and K. These data are presented in
Table 1 along with cross-identiÐcations to previously
published optical and infrared source lists.
In the optical, Jones & Walker (1988) numbers are listed
with Ðrst priority, then Parenago (1954), Prosser et al.
(1994), Hillenbrand et al (1997), and Ðnally OÏDell & Wong
(1996) if no other designation exists. Several of the pre-
viously cataloged optical stars appear not to be real sources
based on their absence in our NIRC images. Another,
although unlikely, possibility is that these are large-
amplitude variables which have faded to K \ 17.5 mag. As
listed in Hillenbrand (1997) these are 459 and 699 (Jones &
Walker sources), 3071 and 3089 (Hillenbrand sources), and
9081 and 9326 (Prosser et al. sources). One other object,
3083, is the head of a teardrop-shaped ““ proplyd ÏÏ identiÐed
from high-resolution HST images ; we have left this spa-
tially extended source in our photometry list along with
several other ““ proplyds ÏÏ which may not be point sources
(e.g., OW-114-426, also extended in our images and clearly
seen in silhouette in the Z-band data). In the infrared
McCaughrean & Stau†er numbers are given ; we recover all
stars from that survey except for a few close pairsÈMS-86
is a close companion to P-1889, MS-65 is a close compan-
ion to P-1891 (#1C Ori), and MS-75 and MS-77 appear as
a single source in our images. Lonsdale (1982), Downes et
al. (1981), and Rieke et al. (1973) cross-identiÐcations are
made. Finally, D250 of the sources with K \ 14.5 mag in
Table 1 are also listed as point sources by 2MASS.
In summary, of the 778 stars in Table 1, D350 are pre-
viously known from optical studies conducted to varying
survey depths, while D430 are more heavily ““ embedded ÏÏ
in molecular cloud and/or circumstellar material. Of the
embedded sources, approximately D125 were previously
catalogued and all those K \ 13.5 mag over the full area of
the current NIRC survey were found in previous studies at
lower spatial resolution and lower sensitivity (e.g., Hill-
enbrand et al. 1998). There are D175 sources newly cata-
logued here. Nearly all of these do appear in images
available from McCaughrean or the NAOJ / Subaru Tele-
scope Ðrst light press release.
In deriving the ONC mass function, we have edited down
the list of 778 in Table 1 to remove those with one or more
of the following features : (1) no photometry at either K or H
(21 sources) ; (2) photometry at K or H only, but not both
(32 sources) ; (3) photometry given only as lower or upper
limits at either K or H (38 sources) ; (4) photometry with
internal errors greater than 0.5 mag at either K or H (14
sources) ; and (5) brighter counterparts in close pairs where
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we can not derive photometry for the fainter counterpart
because of contamination by the brighter one (15 sources).
This last criteria was imposed so that the edited source
listed would not be biased in any way against fainter, pre-
sumably lower mass, objects. The number of stars remain-
ing for our derivation of the ONC stellar/substellar mass
function is 658.
5. BASIC RESULTS
5.1. T he K Histogram and K[(K[H)
Color-Magnitude Diagram
In Figure 5 we present the histogram of K magnitudes for
all objects with measurable photometry over our 5@.1 ] 5@.1
Ðeld. Consistent with previous near-infrared studies of the
ONC (McCaughrean et al. 1995 ; Ali & DePoy 1995 ; Lada,
Alves, & Lada 1996) we Ðnd that the K-magnitude histo-
gram rises to a peak around K \ 12È12.5 mag and then
declines. The minor peak at K B 14.5 mag is also seen in
Figure 2 of McCaughrean et al. (1995). The hatched portion
of the Ðgure shows the sample remaining after removing
stars without suitable photometry at both H and K accord-
ing to the criteria listed above. This sample is not substan-
tially di†erent from the unhatched distribution representing
the full photometric database.
The K[(H[K) diagram for all stars with both H and K
photometry from this study is presented in Figure 6. The
100 Myr isochrone (equivalent to the zero-age main
sequence for masses M [ 0.35 and the 1 Myr preÈM
_
)
main-sequence isochrone from DÏAntona & Mazzitelli
(1997 ; also F. DÏAntona & I. Mazzitelli 1998, private
communication), translated into this color-magnitude plane
as described in ° 6.1.3, are shown. Reddening vectors origin-
ating from the 1 Myr isochrone at masses of 2.5 0.08M
_
,
FIG. 5.ÈDistribution of K magnitudes for stars photometered with
NIRC. The open histogram represent all stars with measured K magni-
tudes while the hatched histogram represents a reduced sampled of stars
used in the mass-function analysis. See text for explanation of the second
sample. Short-dashed line represents the Galactic model of Wainscoat et
al. (1992) ; long-dashed line represents the same model but reddened for
stars located behind the cloud by the extinction map shown in Fig. 1.
FIG. 6.ÈK vs. H[K diagram for stars photometered with NIRC. Also
shown is the 100 Myr isochrone (equivalent to the zero-age main sequence
for masses M [ 0.35 and the 1 Myr preÈmain-sequence isochroneM
_
)
from DÏAntona & Mazzitelli (1997 ; also F. DÏAntona & I. Mazzitelli 1998,
private communication) translated into this color-magnitude plane (solid
lines). Reddening vectors (dashed lines) originate from the 1 Myr isochrone
at masses of 2.5 0.08 and 0.02 We believe that the sourceM
_
, M
_
, M
_
.
detection is 90% complete at the 7 p threshold to K [ 17.5 mag. Internal
errors in the K magnitudes are indicated ; errors in the H[K color are
larger than those in K band alone. The limit for 10% photometry occurs at
K B 17.3 mag and H B 17.4 mag.
and 0.02 are indicated. Considering only stellarM
_
, M
_photospheres for the moment, our data are sensitive to all
objects (stars and brown dwarfs) with ages D1 Myr and
masses M [ 0.02 seen through values of extinctionM
_mag. The observed colors of most of the objectsA
V
\ 10
are substantially redder than the expectations from preÈ
main-sequence isochrones, a fact that can be attributed to a
combination of extinction and excess near-infrared emis-
sion due to a circumstellar disk, as discussed in ° 6.2. Never-
theless, several tens of reddened objects located below the
hydrogen-burning limit at 0.08 are present. Most ofM
_these are probable young brown dwarfs, although some
may be Ðeld stars.
5.2. Field Star Contamination
Our images and the resulting K-magnitude histogram
and K[(H[K) color-magnitude diagram contain both
ONC cluster members and unrelated Ðeld stars. Since H-
and K-band photometry alone can not distinguish between
cluster members and nonmembers, we assessed contami-
nation to the star counts from Ðeld stars using a modiÐed
version the Galactic star count model of Wainscoat et al.
(1992). While the nominal Wainscoat et al. model includes a
smooth Galactic extinction distribution, the line of sight
toward the ONC contains a substantial and spatially vari-
able extinction component from the Orion molecular cloud,
as was shown in Figure 1c. This extinction map was gener-
ated from the C18O column density data of Goldsmith,
Bergin, & Lis (1997) by assuming a abundance ofC18O/H21.7] 10~7 (Frerking, Langer, & Wilson 1982) and that an
column density of 1021 cm~2 corresponds to 1 magni-H2
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tude of visual extinction (Bohlin, Savage, & Drake 1978).
The visual extinction peaks along the western part of the
inner ONC with a maximum value mag, and fallsA
V
\ 75
o† sharply to the east to a minimum value of mag atA
V
\ 3
the edge of our NIRC map. Obviously the contribution
from background Ðeld stars to the observed star counts will
vary substantially across the ONC, in inverse relation to
this extinction distribution. The number and near-infrared
magnitudes and colors of expected Ðeld stars were obtained
by convolving this extinction map with the nominal Wains-
coat et al. star count model, although the additional extinc-
tion from the Orion molecular cloud was added only to the
background Ðeld star population.
The distribution of K magnitudes for the Ðeld stars was
shown in Figure 5 (dashed curves), both before and after
convolution with the molecular extinction map. With addi-
tion of the proper amount of extinction at the distance of
the Orion cloud, the numbers predicted for foreground/
background contamination in our data are reduced to 0.08
stars arcmin~2 at K \ 13 mag (from 0.17 stars arcmin~2),
0.27 stars arcmin~2 at K \ 15 mag (from 0.76 stars
arcmin~2), and 1.54 stars arcmin~2 at K \ 18 mag (from
3.41 stars arcmin~2). The total number of stars predicted to
contaminate our NIRC photometry down to the K com-
pleteness limit (17.5 mag) is 34 (with 43 down to K \ 18
mag), representing a small but nonnegligible 5% of our
survey sample.
In Figure 7 we compare the ONC data (panel [a]) to the
model Ðeld star population (panel [b]). For the data we
have used the edited source list of 658 stars discussed above
and for the Ðeld stars we have convolved the model with the
photometric errors as a function of magnitude character-
izing the NIRC photometry. A Hess diagram format was
adopted, where individual points have been smoothed with
an elliptical gaussian corresponding to the photometric
uncertainties. This Ðgure highlights the large concentration
of observed stars with K B 12 and H[K B 0.5, and affirms
that the density of stars in the K[(H[K) diagram is domi-
nated by ONC cluster members at all but the faintest mag-
nitudes. To derive the K[(H[K) distribution of stars
actually associated with the ONC we subtracted 7b from 7a,
as shown in Figure 11a.
6. ANALYSIS : THE ONC MASS SPECTRUM ACROSS THE
HYDROGEN-BURNING LIMIT
The goal of this study is to translate the information
contained in the K[(H[K) diagram shown in discrete
format in Figure 6 and in Hess format in Figure 7a, into
information on the stellar/substellar mass function. This is
not a trivial transformation since the location of a young
star in the K[(H[K) diagram depends on four param-
eters : stellar mass, stellar age, presence and properties (e.g.,
accretion rate) of a circumstellar disk, and extinction. A
moderately bright, red object, for example, while usually
thought of as a massive star seen through large extinction,
can also be a much lower mass star with a large near-
infrared excess and signiÐcantly lower extinction. Indeed,
bright red objects can be reproduced by a number of com-
binations of stellar mass, stellar age, near-infrared excess,
and foreground extinction. Faint, blue stars on the other
hand, can come only from the lower masses, older ages,
smaller near-infrared excesses, and lower extinctions. The
distribution of data points across the K[(H[K) diagram
is dictated by the interaction occurring for each star in the
cluster of these four primary physical parameters.
Photometry alone cannot be used to deconvolve the age,
near-infrared excess, and extinction distributions to obtain
uniquely the mass of the object. Such an e†ort would
FIG. 7.ÈHess format K[(H[K) diagram for our data (left) and an appropriately reddened Ðeld star model (right). To generate the contours for the
observations, individual stars were smoothed by an elliptical gaussian corresponding to their photometric errors as described in the text. Similarly, the Ðeld
star model was convolved with the typical photometric error as a function of magnitude. The white solid/dotted line is the 1 Myr preÈmain-sequence
isochrone with the transition from a solid to dotted occurring at the hydrogen-burning limit of 0.08 The lowest mass represented by the isochrone isM
_
.
0.017 The reddening vector for mag is indicated by red dashed lines. The color stretch is identical for both panels, with the data plot containingM
_
. A
V
\ 50
658 stars and the Ðeld star model containing 34 stars down K \ 17.5 and 43 stars down to K \ 18 mag. These Ðgures demonstrate that Ðeld stars make a
negligible contribution to the ONC star counts except at K [ 16 mag (see also Fig. 5) ; by K [ 17 mag the Ðeld stars dominate cluster members.
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require spectroscopic observations for the entire cluster
population, which currently do not exist. Therefore, a
variety of techniques making various assumptions about
these parameters have been developed in order to constrain
the initial mass function. The most common of these
approaches is to determine if the peak and the width of a
K-band histogram are consistent with both an assumed
initial mass function and a ““ reasonable ÏÏ stellar age dis-
tribution (Zinnecker & McCaughrean 1991). One drawback
to this approach is that the information inherent to multi-
band photometry often is not used to constrain other two
parameters : the extinction and the near-infrared excess
properties of the individual stars. Other approaches attempt
to use multiband photometry to deredden individual stars
and to consider the e†ects of near-infrared excess in estimat-
ing individual stellar masses from a single mean mass-
luminosity relationship (e.g., Meyer 1996). A drawback of
this approach is that it assumes that the near-infrared
excess at the shortest wavelength is negligible, and that the
mean age of the entire cluster is a good approximation for
each individual member of the cluster.
Here we describe a new method for deriving the stellar
mass function that acknowledges the existence of a distribu-
tion of stellar ages, near-infrared excesses, and extinction
values in star-forming regions. We use these distributions to
determine the probability a star could be a certain mass
based on its location in the K[(H[K) diagram, as
opposed to estimating unique masses for individual stars.
The advantages to this approach are that we use all the
photometric information available, we make no a priori
assumptions about the shape of the mass function, and we
incorporate the inherent photometric uncertainties. Before
describing our method for inverting the observed
K[(H[K) diagram to derive the mass function, we Ðrst
establish the stellar age and near-infrared excess distribu-
tions appropriate for the ONC needed for our analysis.
6.1. Assumptions
6.1.1. Stellar Ages
Hillenbrand (1997) used the DÏAntona & Mazzitelli
(1994) tracks to Ðnd a mean age for low-mass optically
visible ONC stars of 0.8 Myr with an age spread of up to 2
Myr. We show in Figure 8 the age distribution derived
using the more recent DÏAntona & Mazzitelli (1997 ; also
F. DÏAntona & I. Mazzitelli 1998, private communication)
calculations and updated spectralÈtype, temperature-color,
and bolometric correction relations, described below. This
Ðgure includes only stars within the area of our NIRC
survey. Hillenbrand (1997) discussed the presence of a radial
gradient in the stellar ages where the mean age for stars in
the inner ONC is slightly younger (by 0.25 dex or so) than
the mean age for the ensemble ONC. This trend is also
present using the updated theory and observational-to-
theoretical transformations. Based on Figure 8, we adopt in
what follows an age distribution which is uniform in log
between 105 and 106 yr ; we also consider a distribution
which is uniform in log between 3] 104 and 3] 106 yr
with little di†erence in the results.
6.1.2. Near-Infrared Excess
We quantify the near-infrared excess using the H[K
color excess, deÐned as *(H[K)\ (H[K)observedSpectroscopic and[ (H[K)reddening[ (H[K) photosphere.photometric data presented in Hillenbrand (1997) and
FIG. 8.ÈDistribution of ages for optically visible ONC stars with
M \ 1.5 located within the boundaries of our NIRC mosaics. ThisM
_Ðgure was constructed using the data in Hillenbrand (1997), but the trans-
formations between observational and theoretical quantities, and the preÈ
main-sequence evolutionary calculations adopted in this paper. For the
current analysis we assume an age distribution which is uniform in log
between 105 and 106 yr, shown as the solid line, and we also consider an
age distribution which is uniform in log between 3] 104 and 3 ] 106 yr,
shown as the dashed line.
Hillenbrand et al. (1998) allow us to compute this quan-
tify for those optically visible stars within the area of our
NIRC mosaic. is the tabulated color.(H[K)observedwhere is derived from the(H[K)reddening\ 0.065 AV, AVspectral type and observed V [I color in compari-
son to expected V [I color and E(V [I).A
V
\ 2.56
comes from the relation between tempera-(H[K)photosphereture and intrinsic H[K color described below. A histogram
of the derived H[K excesses is shown in the top panel of
Figure 9. We Ðnd that the observed near-infrared excesses
can be well represented by a half-gaussian with a dispersion
p \ 0.4 mag, as shown by the solid line. In practice, we
truncate the gaussian at *(H[K) \ 1 mag, which is the
maximum H[K excess observed in the inner ONC. Hill-
enbrand et al. (1998) discussed the presence of a radial gra-
dient in ONC near-infrared excess values with the mean
near-infrared excess (measured as *(I[K) instead of the
*(H[K) used here) larger for stars in the inner ONC than
for the ensemble ONC. We emphasize, therefore, that the
H[K excess distribution presented in Figure 9 is known to
be accurate for the inner ONC only, although we note that
the distributions similarly calculated for young stellar
populations in Taurus-Auriga, IC 348, L1641, NGC 2264,
NGC 2024, Mon R2, and Chamaeleon using literature data
(see description of samples and procedure in Hillenbrand &
Meyer 2000, in preparation) are generally similar in form
although slightly narrower in width.
In addition to the H[K excess, we must estimate the
excess at K band alone in order to properly model the
K[(H[K) diagram. Since the K-magnitude excess is more
difficult to compute accurately than the H[K color excess,
we have used the K excesses tabulated for preÈmain-
sequence stars in the Taurus molecular cloud by Strom et
al. (1989) and the H[K excesses calculated as above using
data from Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) to establish an
empirical relation between these quantities. The bottom
panel in Figure 9 shows the correlation between the K and
H[K excess derived for stars in Taurus, which can be rep-
resented by a linear Ðt of *K \ 1.785] *(H[K)] 0.134
with a scatter of ^0.25 mag. We assume that this relation-
ship also holds for stars in the ONC.
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FIG. 9.ÈDistribution of K and H[K excesses. The top panel shows a
histogram of H[K color excesses for ONC stars located within the Ðeld of
view of our NIRC mosaics, calculated using data from Hillenbrand (1997)
and Hillenbrand et al. (1998). The solid curve is a half-gaussian Ðt to the
distribution and has a dispersion p \ 0.4 mag. The bottom panel shows
the correlation between K-band excess and H[K color excess for stars in
Taurus, calculated using data from Strom et al. (1989) and Kenyon &
Hartmann (1995). The solid line is the best Ðt to these data,
*K \ 1.785] *(H[K)] 0.134 with the dashed lines indicating ^0.25
mag scatter. In analyzing the ONC mass function we assume the distribu-
tion of H[K excess shown in the top panel, and the K-band excess corre-
lation with H[K excess shown in the bottom panel.
6.1.3. Translations from T heoretical to Observational Quantities
The Ðnal step before we can create models of the
K[(H[K) diagram is conversion of theoretical preÈmain-
sequence evolution into the observational plane. We use the
theoretical description of luminosity and e†ective tem-
perature evolution with mass according to DÏAntona &
Mazzitelli (1997 ; also F. DÏAntona & I. Mazzitelli 1998,
private communication). These tracks are the only set avail-
able which cover the full range of masses sampled by our
data, at the numerical resolution needed. We note, however,
that the most recently circulated calculations of preÈmain-
sequence evolution by various groups do seem to be con-
verging in the ranges where they overlap. Nevertheless, we
must note that the details of our results likely are sensitive
to the set of tracks/isochrones we have adopted.
We have transformed the DÏAntona & Mazzitelli (1997 ;
also F. DÏAntona & I. Mazzitelli 1998, private com-
munication) calculations of and into K magni-L /L
_
Teff/Ktude and H[K color using Chebyshev Ðts (Press et al.
1989) to bolometric correction, V [I color, I[K color, and
H[K color versus e†ective temperature. For the mass
range of interest in this paper we have taken the empirical
data on bolometric corrections from Bessell (1991), Bessell
& Brett (1988), and Tinney, Mould, & Reid (1993) ; on
colors from Bessell & Brett (1988), Bessell (1991), Bessell
(1995), Kirkpatrick & McCarthy (1994), and Leggett,
Allard, & Hauschildt (1998) ; and on e†ective temperatures
from Cohen & Kuhi (1979)Èe†ectively, Bessell (1991)È
Wilking, Greene, & Meyer (1999), and Reid et al. (1999).
Note that these relationships are somewhat di†erent than
those used in Hillenbrand (1997) and Hillenbrand et al.
(1998). We have now shifted the temperature scale cooler
and the bolometric corrections slightly smaller at the latest
spectral types, in keeping with current consensus that was
not well-established at the time of our earlier work. The
combination of updated tracks and updated transform-
ations between observations and theory have caused a shift
in our interpretation of the optical data presented by Hill-
enbrand (1997). As we show in Figure 10, instead of a mass
function that rises to a peak, Ñattens, and shows evidence
for a turnover (bottom panel), the same data now appear to
suggest a mass function for the greater ONC, which con-
tinue to rise to the mass limit of our previous survey (top
panel).
FIG. 10.ÈONC mass spectrum derived using the optical data of Hill-
enbrand (1997). The input photometry and spectroscopy are the same in all
three panels, and represent stars over 30@] 34@ of the ONC. In the top
panel we show the mass function produced by the theoretical description
of luminosity and e†ective temperature evolution with mass of DÏAntona
& Mazzitelli (1997 ; also F. DÏAntona & I. Mazzitelli 1998, private
communication) and the transformations between observational and theo-
retical quantities adopted in this paper. In the middle panel we show the
same tracks with the observational-theoretical calibrations adopted by
Hillenbrand (1997). In the bottom panel we show the mass function pro-
duced by the DÏAntona & Mazzitelli (1994) calculations and the cali-
brations adopted by Hillenbrand (1997). Note the dramatic di†erence in
shape of the mass function below 0.2 between these three panels.M
_
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Finally, in the current analysis, we use the Cohen et al.
(1981) reddening vector, andA
K
\ 0.090 A
V
A
H
\ 0.155 A
V
,
and assume the Genzel et al. (1981) distance of 480^ 80 pc
to the ONC (distance modulus \ 8.41 mag).
6.2. A Model for the Distribution of Stars in the
K[(H[K) Diagram
Given the above assumptions concerning the age and
near-infrared excess distributions for the inner ONC, and
the translation of theoretical tracks/isochrones into the
K[(H[K) plane, we are now in a position to construct
model K[(H[K) diagrams. In Figure 11 we illustrate the
e†ects of various age and near-infrared excess distributions
on the appearance of the K[(H[K) diagram. Figure 11a
shows discrete isochrones from the calculations of
DÏAntona & Mazzitelli (1997 ; also F. DÏAntona & I. Mazzi-
telli 1998, private communication) for ages of 105 and 106
year ; Figure 11b shows a sample of stars uniformly distrib-
uted in log-mass between 0.02È3.0 and uniformly dis-M
_tributed in log age between 105 and 106 year ; Figure 11c
shows the same mass and age distribution of (11b) but now
includes the near-infrared excess distribution parameterized
in Figure 9. No extinction is included in these panels. Note
that in the case of a uniform age distribution (Fig. 11b), the
K[(H[K) diagram is not uniformly populated between
the limiting isochrones. As originally shown by Zinnecker
& McCaughrean (1991) in an analysis of K-band histo-
grams, the onset of deuterium burning occurs at di†erent
times for di†erent masses, leading to distinctive peaks in the
magnitude and color-magnitude distribution for preÈmain-
sequence stars. These peaks become less distinctive when a
near-infrared distribution is added (as shown in Fig. 11c)
and even less distinctive when extinction is added (as shown
next).
We incorporate elements of Figure 11 to show in Figure
12 (note the change in scale, now set to match the range of
our data) two model K[(H[K) diagrams in comparison
to our NIRC observations. Figure 12a shows the ONC data
of Figure 7a with the Ðeld star model of Figure 7b sub-
tracted. Figure 12b shows a stellar population distributed in
mass according to the Miller-Scalo mass function and dis-
tributed in age between 105È106 yr log-uniform, then also
having the near-infrared excess distribution parameterized
in Figure 9 and seen through extinction uniformly distrib-
uted between mag. Panel (c) is the same as panelA
V
\ 0È5
(b) except that the mass distribution is now a power-law
function instead of a Miller-Scalo function. The salient dif-
ference between these two mass functions is that the Miller-
Scalo function C\ 1.14,[N(log M) P e~C1(logM~C2)2 ;
C2 \ [0.88 as in Miller & Scalo (1979)] slowly declines
across the hydrogen-burning limit as N(log M)P M0.37 if
forced to a power-law, while the straight power-law func-
tion [N(log M) P M~0.35] slowly rises. In creating Figure
12 we have not attempted to reproduce the observations ;
we wish merely to illustrate the combined e†ects in the
K[(H[K) diagram of di†erent assumptions about the
mass, age, near-infrared excess, and extinction distributions.
Note in particular that there are many stars observed (Fig.
12a) through higher values of than we have consideredA
Vin the models (Figs. 12b and 12c). Nevertheless, if we accept
that our assumptions about the age and near-infrared
excess distributions (as derived from optically visible stars
in exactly this region) are approximately correct, then we
must conclude that a declining mass distribution such as the
Miller-Scalo function is a much better match to the data
than a rising power-law (or even a Ñat) function. We quan-
tify these impressions in the following section.
6.3. Implementation and Tests
6.3.1. Calculating Mass Probability Distributions
How can the e†ects of stellar age, near-infrared excess,
and extinction be disentangled to derive the mass function?
As already discussed, the main difficulty is that more than
one stellar mass can contribute power to any particular
location in the K[(H[K) diagram through various com-
binations of these variables. Fortunately, however, the
range of stellar masses that a given H[K, K data point
could represent is constrained by the stellar age and near-
FIG. 11.ÈModel K[(H[K) diagrams for various assumptions about the age and near-infrared excess distributions. The mass function is log-uniform
between 0.017 and 3.0 The left panel shows the K[(H[K) distribution of two single-aged populations at 105 and 106 years, with no near-infraredM
_
.
excess. The middle panel shows a population distributed log-uniform in age between 105 and 106 years, as we adopt for the ONC (see Fig. 8), and again with
no near-infrared excess. The right panel shows the same log-uniform age distribution but now includes the near-infrared excess distribution adopted for the
ONC (see Fig. 9).
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FIG. 12.ÈSimulations of the KÈ(H[K) diagram using the age distribution assumed from Fig. 8, the near-infrared excess distribution assumed from Fig. 9,
and an extinction distribution that is uniform in the interval mag. The middle panel shows the log-normal form of the Miller-Scalo mass function,A
V
\ 0È5
while the right panel shows a shallow power law mass function [N(log M)P M~0.35]. Our data are shown in the left panel, which is the subtraction of the
Ðeld star model in Fig. 7b from the observations in Fig. 7a. The models suggest that a falling mass function like that of Miller-Scalo better represents the peak
in the observed ONC star counts than does an increasing mass function like the shallow power law. Although there appear to be some more highly extincted
stars in the data than in these models, broadening the distribution in the models dilutes the peak ; this suggests that the bulk of the ONC stars are found atA
Vrelatively low extinction, mag.A
V
\ 10
infrared excess distributions, which for the inner ONC we
are able to measure (Figs. 8 and 9), and by the slope of the
reddening vector.
In practice we calculate the stellar mass function as
follows. We take as a starting point the observed
K[(H[K) grid shown in Figure 12a. Recall that each star
has been smeared out in this diagram by an elliptical gauss-
ian corresponding to its photometric error ; increasing the
error even by a factor of 3 in each direction does not change
the form of the distribution. We project every 0.01 mag wide
pixel populated by data back along the reddening vector to
establish which of the other pixels are crossed, and hence
which combinations of unreddened K magnitudes and
H[K colors the star or star-plus-disk system could have.
Using a model K[(H[K) diagram, we keep track of the
probability that a star of given mass can occupy that H[K,
K combination given the assumed stellar age and near-
infrared excess distributions. We sum the probabilities for
all of the possible H[K, K combinations along the
reddening vector, and then normalize to unity the inte-
grated probability over all masses 0.02È3.0 i.e., the starM
_
;
must have some mass within the considered range. By
weighting the mass distribution derived for each pixel in
Figure 12a by the relative density of observational data it
represents, and summing the probability distribution for all
pixels, we produce the cluster mass function. In a similar
manner, we calculate probability distributions in forA
Veach pixel, which we also density weight and sum to
produce the cluster extinction distribution.
Examples of individual stellar mass probability distribu-
tions obtained by dereddening a star in the K[(H[K)
diagram are shown in Figure 13 for a representative set of K
magnitudes and H[K colors. A K \ 15 mag relatively blue
(H[K \ 0.5 mag) star is permitted to have a mass any-
where in the range D0.02È0.04 with a most likely valueM
_just above 0.02 while a K \ 15 mag much redderM
_
,
(H[K \ 3.0 mag) star has a broader range of permitted
masses, D0.03È0.6 with a most likely value D0.2M
_
M
_
.
FIG. 13.ÈIllustrative mass probability functions derived using our
methodology. The left panels show stars with H[K \ 0.5 and the right
panels show stars with H[K \ 3.0, both columns of panels decreasing in
brightness top to bottom from K \ 9 to K \ 18. The dereddening model
uses the same distributions in age and in near-infrared excess as employed
elsewhere in this paper. Note the tails upward at the lower and upper mass
extrema in the panels for K \ 16, H[K \ 0.5 and K \ 9, H[K \ 3.0,
respectively. These are caused by our imposition of integrated probability
equal to unity over the mass range 0.02È3.0 M
_
.
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Note the tails upward at the lower and upper mass extrema
in the panels for K \ 16, H[K \ 0.5 and K \ 9,
H[K \ 3.0, respectively. These are caused by our imposi-
tion of integrated probability equal to unity over the mass
range contained in the theoretical grid ; in reality such stars
have some probability of coming from smaller and higher
masses (respectively) than the 0.02È3.0 range con-M
_sidered here. The requirement of an integrated mass prob-
ability of unity means that the outer few bins of our
resultant mass distribution may be unreliable.
Examples of individual extinction probability distribu-
tions are not shown since extinction is essentially the inde-
pendent variable in our technique. Because we project each
““ star ÏÏ back along the reddening vector and keep track of
the stellar mass, stellar age, and near-infrared excess com-
binations that can conspire to produce that color-
magnitude location, any given star can have any value of
extinction ranging from a minimum of zero (in general,
although it is not always true that there is a zero-extinction
solution) to a maximum set by the case of dereddening to
the oldest considered age (i.e., bluest possible original loca-
tion in the K[(H[K) diagram) and having no near-
infrared excess. The result is that an extinction distribution
which is uniform will be recovered using our methodology
as an extinction distribution that has an extended tail
induced by a combination of the age range and the near-
infrared excess range considered in the dereddening process.
6.3.2. Tests of Methodology
Before applying our newly developed methodology for
deriving the stellar/substellar mass function, we wish to test
how accurately this method can recover a known mass
function. For these tests we generated cluster models with
various stellar mass, stellar age, near-infrared excess, and
extinction distributions, and then attempted to recover the
underlying mass function using the procedure described
above. Figures 14 and 15 illustrate a sampling of the results.
In general, we are fairly conÐdent in our ability to recover
the general form of the input mass distribution for masses
Outside of these mass limits we su†er0.03\M/M
_
\ 1.
problems due to ““ edge e†ects ÏÏ given the 0.02È3.0 rangeM
_of the theoretical models we employ, and also due to satura-
tion in our data at K \ 9 mag. In particular we note that in
all cases we easily distinguish between mass functions that
slowly fall across the hydrogen-burning limit into the
brown dwarf regime, as N(log M)P M0.37, and those that
slowly rise, as N(log M)P M~0.35.
In Figure 14 we present test results where the stellar age
and near-infrared excess distribution assumed in extracting
the mass function from the K[(H[K) diagram is the same
as the input cluster model. Thus these tests probe the
success of the method when the cluster properties are accu-
rately known a priori. Each of these models contain a log-
uniform age distribution between 105È106 yr. The left
panels are for models where the input mass function is
Miller-Scalo while the right panels are for a power law of
form N(log M)P M~0.35. The top panels are models with
no extinction and no near-infrared excess ; the middle
panels include uniform extinction between mag ;A
V
\ 0È5
and the bottom panels include both uniform extinction and
the near-infrared excess distribution parameterized in
Figure 9. Note that the two bottom panels correspond to
the cases shown in the K[(H[K) diagrams of Figures 12b
and 12c. Looking at the di†erence between the top and
FIG. 14.ÈTests of the ability of our method to recover an input mass
function. Solid lines represent the input mass function, while crosses rep-
resent the recovered mass function. Tests using the Miller-Scalo mass func-
tion appear in the left panels and those using a shallow power-law mass
function in the right panels ; the age dis-N(log M/M
_
)P (M/M
_
)~0.35
tribution in both the left and right panels is log-uniform between 105 and
106 years. From top to bottom the panels indicate (a) no extinction and no
near-infrared excess ; (b) extinction uniformly distributed magA
V
\ 0È5
and no near-infrared excess ; and (c) extinction uniformly distributed
between mag and near-infrared excess distributed using the half-A
V
\ 0È5
Gaussian function described elsewhere. In every case we are able to dis-
tinguish between the slowly falling and the slowly rising mass functions.
middle panels, addition of extinction to a model
(surprisingly) helps our method to recover the input mass
function. Looking at the di†erence between the middle and
bottom panels, addition of near-infrared excess hurts slight-
ly but only at the tails in mass. These test results illustrate
that our method can never perfectly recover the input mass
function as long as there is a spread of ages or of near-
infrared excessesÈeven if these distributions are known. H-
and K-band photometry alone can not uniquely determine
the mass, age, near-infrared excess, and extinction that go
into producing the observed color-magnitude location, and
hence our method considers all possible combinations of
these parameters. The result is imperfect ; nevertheless, it
seems clear from Figure 14 that we do reasonably well in
recovering the general shape of the input mass function.
In Figure 15 we present test results where we deliberately
choose an incorrect cluster age and/or near-infrared dis-
tribution to deredden the K[(H[K) diagram. These tests
probe how robust our procedure is in recovering the mass
function when faced with uncertainties in characterizing the
actual cluster properties. In each of these tests, the input
cluster contains the same age distribution and near-infrared
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FIG. 15.ÈTests of the ability of our method to recover an input mass
when we intentionally assume an incorrect age or near-infrared distribu-
tion. Solid lines represent the input mass function, while crosses represent
the recovered mass function. The Miller-Scalo mass function is tested in
the left panels while a shallow power-law mass function N(log M/M
_
)P
is tested in the right panels. In all panels the input age(M/M
_
)~0.35
distribution is log-uniform between 105 and 106 years, the input near-
infrared excess distribution is the half-Gaussian function discussed else-
where, and the input extinction distribution is uniform between A
V
\ 0È5
mag. From top to bottom we have varied the assumptions in recovering
the mass functions to test incorrect ages (105, 106, and log-uniform between
3 ] 104 and 3 ] 106 yr), and to test an incorrect near-infrared excess
assumption (no infrared excess). For reference, we also show in the fourth
set of panels from top, the results when the correct age and the correct
near-infrared excess distributions are assumed.
excess distribution that we assumed for the ONC. In addi-
tion, we added uniform extinction between mag.A
V
\ 0È5
The left panels are tests results for the Miller-Scalo mass
function and the right panels for a power law mass function.
The top three panels (left and right) show the e†ects of
incorrect assumptions about the cluster age in the dered-
dening process. Single-age assumptions give the worst
results with two e†ects occurring. The Ðrst is a general shift
of the recovered mass function toward higher masses as the
age assumption is moved to older ages, due simply to the
decrease in luminosity with age for a given mass star. The
second e†ect is a ““ kinking ÏÏ in the recovered mass function,
which is caused by considerable Ñattening of single iso-
chrones in the 0.3È0.1 range compared to higher andM
_lower masses in the K[(H[K) diagram. When a range of
ages is assumed in the dereddening, instead of just a single
age, this e†ect is smeared out. Note that there is little di†er-
ence between the panels which assume the correct age dis-
tribution, log-uniform between 105 and 106 yr, and the
panels which assume a somewhat broader age distribution,
log-uniform between 3] 104 and 3 ] 106 yr. The bottom
panels (left and right) show the e†ects of an incorrect
assumption about the near-infrared excess. When no infra-
red excess is allowed for in the dereddening process too
much power is given in the recovered mass function to
higher masses relative to lower masses.
To summarize our test results, we Ðnd that we can
recover the input mass function with some reasonableness
in all cases where we know the correct stellar age and near-
infrared excess distributions, and in most cases where we
assume somewhat (but not grossly) incorrect representa-
tions for these distributions. The worst results are obtained
when the cluster consists of a uniform age distribution, but
a single age is assumed to derive the mass function. Since
the spectroscopic data for the ONC indicate an age spread,
this is in fact the least applicable case for this study. Based
upon these test results, we expect that our procedure to
recover the input mass function performs well over the mass
range and that it can distinguish0.03\M/M
_
\ 1,
between mass functions that slowly fall across the
hydrogen-burning limit, as N(log M) P M0.37, and those
that slowly rise, as N(log M) P M~0.35.
6.4. Results on the ONC Stellar/Substellar Mass Function
Using the procedure we have described and tested above,
we present in Figure 16 the ONC mass function resulting
from our best determinations of the appropriate stellar age
(Fig. 8) and near-infrared excess (Fig. 9) distributions. Of the
658 stars with suitably good H and K photometry going in
to this analysis, we recover 598 when we integrate over this
FIG. 16.ÈDerived ONC mass spectrum under three di†erent extinction
cuts. The nonlinearity/saturation limit of our observations means that we
are fully sensitive to stars with M \ 1.5 only while the full-sensitivityM
_low-mass mass limit is M \ 0.02 for mag. A Miller-ScaloM
_
, A
V
\ 10
function normalized to the total number of stars in the magA
V
\ 10
distribution is shown for comparison (dashed line). Our data indicate that
the mass function in the inner ONC declines across the hydrogen-burning
limit into the brown dwarf regime, perhaps with a somewhat narrower
log-normal distribution than Miller-Scalo.
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FIG. 17.ÈComparison of the ONC mass spectrum derived from optical
spectroscopic techniques with that derived here using infrared photometric
techniques. Filled circles are the same spectroscopic data as in the top
panel of Fig. 10, now limited to mag leaving 758 stars. OpenA
V
\ 2.5
circles represent that portion of the spectroscopic data located within the
same spatial area as our NIRC data, also limited to mag leavingA
V
\ 2.5
120 stars. Histogram is the NIRC mass function for extinction A
V
\ 2.5
mag. No normalization has been applied to these curves. Note the general
agreement between the optical spectroscopic results and the near-infrared
photometric results in the mass completeness and the spatial area regimes
where they overlap (open circles vs hatched histogram). Note also the
disagreement between the shape of the mass spectrum derived for the inner
ONC (r \ 0.35 pc ; open circles) vs. the greater ONC (r \ 2.5 pc ; Ðlled
circles).
mass function. The loss of D9% is due to color-magnitude
diagram locations (spread by photometric errors ; see Fig.
7a) with no solution inside the bounds of the mass grid
considered in this analysis given the assumed age and near-
infrared excess distributions. Since bright massive stars can
be detected through larger values of extinction than faint
brown dwarfs, we also plot the mass function for only those
objects meeting certain extinction criteria : Ðrst, only those
with mag, the highest extinction level to which 0.02A
V
\ 10
objects can be detected given the sensitivity limits ofM
_our survey, and second, only those with mag, theA
V
\ 2.5
extinction limit to which 0.1 objects could be detectedM
_in the optical spectroscopic survey by Hillenbrand (1997), to
which we compare our infrared photometric results below.
Of the total of 598 sources in the mass function of Figure 16
(open histogram), 67% have mag, while 28% haveA
V
\ 10
mag.A
V
\ 2.5
As shown in Figure 16, the stellar/substellar mass func-
tion in the ONC peaks near D0.15 and is clearly fallingM
_across the hydrogen-burning limit into the brown dwarf
regimeÈregardless of the adopted extinction limit, which
a†ects the shape of the mass function only at the higher
masses. We have investigated the robustness of Figure 16
for di†erent plausible age ranges (e.g., log-uniform between
3 ] 104 and 3 ] 106 yr instead of between 1] 105 and
1 ] 106 yr), with and without a near-infrared excess dis-
tribution, and also with and without subtraction of Ðeld
stars. The same basic conclusion is found. A power law Ðt to
the declining inner ONC mass function for A
V
\
10 mag between 0.03 and 0.2 has a slope ofM
_
M
_0.57^ 0.05 (in logarithmic units), where the uncertainties
reÑect only the residuals of the least-squares Ðt to the data.
Our best determination of the inner ONC mass function is
inconsistent at the greater than 10 p level with a mass func-
tion that is Ñat or rising across the hydrogen-burning limit.
According to the tests of our methodology (° 6.3.2), there
are two ways to add power at low masses relative to higher
masses and thus produce a less steeply declining or even Ñat
slope across the hydrogen-burning limit : by making the
cluster age much younger than we have assumed, and/or by
making the near-infrared excesses much larger than we have
assumed. We Ðnd neither of these options probable given
the characteristics of the optically visible stars in the region,
and hence we conclude that the inner ONC mass function is
indeed declining. We have shown the accuracy to which our
methodology recovers a known input mass function in
Figure 14. Based on Ðts over the same 0.03È0.2 massM
_range we consider for the data, we conclude that our
method recovers the correct slope of the input mass func-
tion to within less than 0.05. Combining this methodology
error with the rms Ðtting error of ^0.05 discussed above,
we estimate the total error on the slope derived here for the
ONC mass function across the hydrogen-burning limit at
less than 0.1. We o†er the following two additional cautions
to any interpreters of our results.
First, we emphasize that the detailed shape of the mass
function derived from data is still subject to dependence on
theoretical tracks and isochrones (DÏAntona & Mazzitelli
1997 ; also F. DÏAntona & I. Mazzitelli 1998, private com-
munication in this case), and on the calibrations used in
converting between e†ective temperature/luminosity and
K[(H[K) color/magnitude (discussed in ° 6.1.3).
Second, we emphasize that our derived mass function is
valid only for the inner 0.71 pc ] 0.71 pc of the ONC
cluster, which extends at least 8È10 pc in length and 3È5 pc
in width. Our conclusions may not apply to the ONC as a
whole where some evidence for general mass segregation
has been found by Hillenbrand (1997) and Hillenbrand &
Hartmann (1998). In Figure 17 we compare the mass func-
tion derived here for the inner cluster using near-infrared
photometry to that derived previously by us using optical
photometry and spectroscopy. The histogram is the mass
function of Figure 16 with an extinction limit of A
V
\ 2.5
mag, for consistency with the e†ective extinction limit of the
optical data. Solid symbols represent the full data set from
Hillenbrand (1997), while open symbols represent only that
portion of the data which are spatially coincident with the
near-infrared photometry used to derive the histogram (i.e.,
the inner 0.35 pc or so). The same mag imposed onA
V
\ 2.5
the infrared data has also been imposed on the optical data.
As noted in reference to Figure 10, the updated preÈmain-
sequence tracks and the updated transformations between
observational and theoretical quantities adopted in this
paper have caused a shift in our interpretation of the data
presented by Hillenbrand (1997). The large-scale ONC mass
function (solid symbols) now appears to be rising to the limit
of that survey. The inner ONC mass function (open
symbols), however, appears to Ñatten below D0.3 ThisM
_
.
Ñattening is conÐrmed by the near-infrared photometric
analysis presented here, and in fact is the beginning of a
turnover in the mass function above the hydrogen-burning
limit and extending down to at least 30 MJupiter.
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7. DISCUSSION
Our analysis of the mass distribution in the inner ONC
agrees with that of McCaughrean et al. (1995) in that there
is ““ a substantial but not dominant population of young hot
brown dwarfs ÏÏ in the inner ONC. Although we do Ðnd
D80 objects with masses in the range 0.02È0.08 theM
_
,
overall distribution of masses is inconsistent with a mass
function that rises across the stellar/substellar boundary.
Instead, we Ðnd that the most likely form of the mass func-
tion in the inner ONC is one that peaks around 0.15 M
_and then declines across the hydrogen-burning limit to the
mass limit of our survey, 0.02 The best-Ðt power lawM
_
.
for the decline, N(log M)P M0.57, is steeper than that pre-
dicted by the log-normal representation of the Miller-Scalo
initial mass function, N(log M)P M0.37 if forced to a power
law (see Fig. 16).
How do our results compare to other determinations of
the substellar mass function? Thus far there have been few
actual measurements of the substellar mass function that
are not either lower limits or dominated by incompleteness
corrections or small-number statistics. We can compare our
results for the inner ONC only to those in the Pleiades
(Bouvier et al. 1998 ; Festin 1998) and the solar neighbor-
hood (Reid et al. 1999), and we Ðnd some di†erences. Con-
verting the logarithmic units used thus far in this paper
[N(log M)P M!] to the linear units adopted by others
[N(M)P Ma] we Ðnd a mass-function slope across the
hydrogen-burning limit of a \ ![ 1 \ [0.43. In the
Pleiades, Bouvier et al. Ðnd a \ [0.6 while Festin Ðnds a in
the range 0 to [1.0. In the solar neighborhood, Reid et al.
Ðnd a in the range [1.0 to [2.0 with some preference for
the former value. The methods used by these di†erent
authors for arriving at the slope of the mass function are
very di†erent, thus rendering somewhat difficult any inter-
pretation of the comparison. Furthermore, it is not clear
that the mass function in the center of a dense and violent
star-forming environment should bear any similarity to the
mass function in a lower-density, quiescent older cluster, or
that either of these cluster mass functions should look any-
thing like the well-mixed, much older local Ðeld star popu-
lation. Nevertheless, if comparisons can be made, the inner
ONC seems to have a shallower slope than that found in
any other region where measurements have been made ;
recall as well that the inner ONC mass function appears
shallower than the overall ONC mass function (see Fig. 17).
8. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a new method for constraining the
stellar/substellar mass distribution for optically invisible
stars in a star-forming region. A comparative review of the
various techniques already in use for measuring mass func-
tions in star-forming regions is presented by Meyer et al.
(2000). These techniques range from studies of observed K-
magnitude histograms (e.g., Muench, Lada, & Lada 2000),
to discrete dereddening of infrared color-magnitude dia-
grams (e.g., Comeron, Rieke, & Rieke 1996), to the assembly
of photometric and spectroscopic data from which H-R dia-
grams are created (e.g., Luhman & Rieke 1998). Our
method is a variation on and an improvement to the dis-
crete dereddening of color-magnitude diagrams since we
fully account for distributions in the relevant parameters
instead of assuming a mean value for them. However, our
method is not as good as a complete photometric-plus-
spectroscopic survey since we produce only a mass prob-
ability distribution for each star, not a uniquely determined
mass. Nonetheless, we believe that the statistical nature of
our method does provide the most rigorously established
constraint to date from photometry alone on the stellar
mass function in a star-forming region.
We have used information from previous studies of opti-
cally visible stars in the ONC to derive plausible functional
forms for the stellar age and the circumstellar near-infrared
excess distributions in the innermost regions studied here.
We assume that these distributions apply equally well to the
optically invisible population. We Ðnd a mass function for
the inner 0.71 pc] 0.71 pc of the ONC, which rises to a
peak around 0.15 and then declines across the stellar/M
_substellar boundary as N(log M) P M! with slope
!\ 0.57. This measurement is of the primary star/substar
mass function only, and should be adjusted by the
(currently unknown) companion mass function in order to
derive the ““ single star mass function,ÏÏ if desired.
We Ðnd strong evidence that the shape of the mass func-
tion for this inner ONC region is di†erent from that charac-
terizing the ONC as a whole, in the sense that the Ñattening
and turning over of the mass function occurs at higher mass
in the inner region than in the overall ONC. In fact, the
shape of mass function for the overall ONC is currently
unconstrained across the stellar/substellar boundary, and
appears now based on the most recent theoretical tracks
and conversions between the theory and observables used
in this paper, to continue to rise to at least 0.12 M
_
.
NOTE ADDED IN MANUSCRIPT.ÈPresence of superplanetary
mass objects as announced by Lucas & Roche (2000) in the
area covered by our Keck/NIRC imaging survey is not
readily supported by our analysis. While our photometry
agrees with their J- and H-band data in that faint, moder-
ately reddened point sources are present, interpretation of
these sources as free-Ñoating superplanetary mass objects is
suspect for several reasons : (1) Ðeld star contamination is
not insigniÐcant, and in fact dominates the source counts at
faint magnitudes (see, e.g., our Figures 5 and 7) ; (2) theoreti-
cal predictions of the e†ective temperatures and lumi-
nosities of substellar/superplanetary mass objects are
poorly understood ; and (3) transformations from the theo-
retical to the observational plane at such low masses are
highly uncertain. The statistical analysis presented by us
does not exclude the hypothesis that a small fraction of
these faint sources could indeed be physically associated
with the Orion Nebula Cluster and hence plausibly in the
10È20 range. However, spectroscopy combined withMJupiterbetter models is needed before any such claims are credible.
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FIG. 18.ÈInfrared variable star 2MASS J053448[050900 \ AD 95-1961. This object is located approximately 15@ northeast of our mosaic center and
was observed as a local standard for the purpose of atmospheric extinction calibration. The observations plotted were taken 12È15 minutes apart and show
variations at the 0.05È0.1 mag level. Similar variability on similar timescales may be a common feature of the young stellar objects the ONC.
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APPENDIX
THE INFRARED VARIABLE 2MASS J053448[050900 \ AD 95-1961
In this appendix we report on short timescale variability at infrared wavelengths of a star located approximately 15@
north-west of the ONC. Our observing procedure in constructing our 5.1@] 5.1@ mosaic with NIRC was to scan across a row
at constant declination, then move o† to a sky position and obtain Ðve measurements of the sky, which were then averaged
and subtracted from each frame in our ONC mosaic. We intentionally chose a sky Ðeld which included a relatively bright
(K B 14.0 mag) star in order to monitor the atmospheric extinction as part of our normal data acquisition. However, while
our set of absolute standards from Persson et al. (1998) matched nominal NIRC zero points and nominal Mauna Kea
extinction curves with air mass, our local standard exhibited signiÐcant Ñux variations (Fig. 18). The amplitude of the
variations is about 0.1 mag, and the timescale is less than the separation of our observations, about 10È12 minutes.
2MASS J053448[050900 is also catalogued as AD 95-1961 (Ali & DePoy 1995). This star has infrared Ñuxes of K \ 14.03
mag, H \ 14.43 mag, J \ 15.46 mag from the 2MASS survey and optical Ñuxes of IB 17.5 mag, V B 21.1 mag from our own
unpublished CCD observations. These colors are consistent with those of low-mass ONC proper motion members.
The short-term photometric behavior of this relatively isolated and otherwise nondescript star located in the outer regions
of the ONC may in fact be a general feature of all young stellar objects. Infrared monitoring studies of young clusters are
needed in order to quantify the nature and constrain the causes of this variability.
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